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Note: We are now being watched by the U.S. Government! We are their primary interest! They are watching us more and
more every month passing by! The evidence is in the statistics data generated by our web host! We must be doing
something right! 

It is discovered that the U.S. Government and U.S. Military is watching USWGO even more this month then any other moth this year.
It is found through the Webalizer statistics tool provided by the HostforWeb Cpanel interface.

According to the March statistics, even though it is only the 18th of March and the month hasn’t completed the full cycle, the US
Government and US Military are within the Top 10 global countries that are accessing the USWGO website entirely which includes
the documentary website.

The U.S. Government has no doubt conducted surveillance on USWGO but this month is the most frequent and the month is not
even over. This is the beginning of March 18 and we have until  the 31st to see how many hits will be from the U.S. Government and
the U.S. Military.
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This month alone the US Government and US Military has accessed USWGO in a total of 13,687 Hits (6,280 US Gov, 6,867 US Mil)
with a total of 13,343 (6,821 US Mil, 6,522 US Gov) files the US Government and Military has downloaded (including HTML, PDF,
and text data), and the amount of Kilobytes downloaded is up to 86,147 from the US Military and 85,691 from the US Government.

It is hard to know what kinds of IP Addresses were even considered US Government and US Military and whether the Department of
Homeland Security, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Central Intelligence Agency, and others were apart of those IP Addresses
accessing USWGO in the statistics.
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Last Month alone the US Government and US Military has accessed USWGO in a total of 6,473 Hits (4,232 US Gov, 2,241 US Mil)
with a total of 6,431 (2,232 US Mil, 4,199 US Gov) files the US Government and Military has downloaded (including HTML, PDF, and
text data), and the amount of Kilobytes downloaded is up to 30,348 from the US Military and 52,598 from the US Government.

The question is why is IP Addresses from the U.S. Government and the U.S. Military taking such a large interest in material and data
from USWGO Alternative News? Because we are a political website? Because we are taking large steps against the New World
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